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The 7/7/7...
1907 (July 7th): birth of Laszlo Tisza
1932 : After studies in Budapest and
Göttingen (with Bax Born), Tisza
starts working with Edward Teller on
molecular spectroscopy under
Heisenberg in Leipzig
1934-35: 14 months in the jails of the
Hungarian Nazi power for political
reasons
1935: thanks to a recommendation by Teller, Tisza joins the newly
formed Landau school of theoretical physics in Kharkov
where he works on the mean field theory of phase transitions.

Landau’s school
Landau was born in 1908, one
year after Tisza
but he graduated in 1927 (at the
age of 19 !)
and founded his famous school in
Kharkov with 5 students or
postdocs who passed the
«Teorminimum exam »
1: Kompaneez
2 : E. Lifshitz
3: Akhiezer
4: Pomeranchuk
5: L. Tisza
1937: Landau moves to Moscow
and Tisza moves to Paris

Tisza joins London
in Paris
1937 : a group of French intellectuals (Paul
Langevin, Jean Perrin (Nobel 1926, and
secretary of Research in the Front
Populaire), Frederic Joliot-Curie (Nobel
1935) and Edmond Bauer welcome
foreign scientists escaping from
antisemitism in Eastern Europe

This is where Tisza (Collège de France)
meets Fritz London (Institut Henri
Poincaré, 500 m distance) who had
recommended him to Langevin

Bauer

Tisza

Fritz London
1900 : birth in Breslau (today Wroclaw in Poland)
1921: Doctorate in Munich
1927: understands the binding of the H2 molecule with Walter Heitler
1933: joins Schroedinger in Berlin
and soon escapes from the Nazi Germany towards England
1936: London and his wife Edith are attracted in Paris by Paul Langevin, Jean
Perrin, Frédéric Joliot-Curie and Edmond Bauer, and starts working again at
the Institut Henri Poincaré
1938: discovers that BEC could explain the superfluidity of liquid helium where
quantum fluctuations are large.

walking
together...
L. Tisza (ENS-Paris,
June 14, 2001 + e-mail to
SB Sept. 4, 2001):
January 1938. On a Sunday we took a
walk in the Bois de Verrières
The novelty of the effect became
strikingly apparent in the Allen-Jones
fountain effect that started London and myself on our speculative spree... He jumped on me
the BEC. I was at once delighted...
There followed a sleepless night and by morning a rough outline of two fluid idea was in
place. My idée fixe was that no value of viscosity however small could reconcile the
capillary flow experiments with those on oscillating disks of Toronto...There had to be two
fluids and to my mind this became evident in the fountain effect. One of the fluids had to
be superfluid , the other viscous...
The next morning, I proudly reported my contribution to Fritz. He was outraged. I assigned
to the two Bose Einstein components their own velcity field. Here London demurred...

The experimental discovery of superfluidity
1927 - 1932...
Several steps :
1927-32: W.H. Keesom, M. Wolfke and K.
Clusius (Leiden): liquid He has two
different states which they call « helium
I » above 2.2K and « helium II » below
2.2K. A singularity in the specific heat
at 2.2 K (the « lambda point »)

1930: W.H. Keesom and J.N. van der Ende (Leiden): liquid He flows vey easily
through narrow slits (superleaks)
1932: McLennan et al. (Toronto): liquid He stops boiling below 2.2K

le film de J.F. Allen et J. Armitage
(St Andrews, 1971 - 82)

the experimental discovery of
superfluidity ...1935-37
J.O. Wilhem, A.D. Misener and A.R. Clark (Toronto, 1935):
the viscosity of liquid He drops down below 2.2 K
B.V. Rollin (Oxford, 1935)
W.H. Keesom and A. Keesom (Leiden, 1936)
J.F. Allen R. Peierls and M.Z. Uddin (Cambridge, 1937) :
the thermal conductivity of liquid He increases below 2.2 K
December 1937: two articles side by side in Nature (« the discovery »)
P. Kapitza (Moscow)
J.F. Allen and A.D. Misener (Cambridge, UK)

Piotr Kapitza
(Moscow)

P. Kapitza, Nature 141, 74 (janvier 1938)
(received December 3, 1937) :
« Viscosity of liquid helium below the lambda point »
through a 0.5 µm slit, liquid He does not flow above 2.2 K but flows very
easily below 2.2 K;
Kapitza concludes that « the viscosity of helium II is at least 1500 times
less than that of helium I ... which means that the flow must have been
turbulent » and that
« ...by analogy with superconductors, ... the helium below the l-point
enters a special state which might be called superfluid. »

Jack Allen and Don Misener
(Cambridge, UK)

J.F. Allen et A.D. Misener, « Flow of liquid helium II »,
Nature 141, 75 (January 1938)
(received December 22. 1937)
through thin capillaries and below 2.2K, the flow of liquid He is nearly independant
of the pressure difference and of the capillary cross section (from 6 10-4 to 0.8 mm2)
the observed type of flow ... in which the velocity becomes almost independent of
pressure, most certainly cannot be treated as laminar or even as ordinary turbulent
flow. Consequently, any known formula cannot, from our data, give a value of the
viscosity which would have much meaning.

the flow of a superfluid

any priority ? who found first ?
(see S.Balibar, JLTP 146, 441, 2007)
Kapitza had built the « Mond laboratory » for research in low T physics and
magnetism in Cambridge and a He liquefier in April 1934
In the summer 1934, Kapitza went back to Leningrad to celebrate the 100th
anniversary of Mendeleiev but Stalin did not allow him to go back to England,
so that , in 1937, Rutherford hired two young physicists with Kapitza’s salary:
Allen and Peierls. Allen was Canadian and attracted Misener from Toronto to
work with him as a PhD student in Kapitza’s former lab.
In 1937, after a difficult fight against Stalin, Kapitza had built a new laboratory
with a new liquefier in Moscow and he was competing with Allen and Misener ,
two other immigrants using his former liquefier in his former lab.
19 days is short : on each side the experiments had started several months earlier
Two independent works. No priority.
- Kapitza invented the word « Superfluid » and obtained the Nobel prize in 1978
- Allen and Misener first realized that the hydrodynamics of superfluid He obeyed
no classical law.

February 5th, 1938 : the fountain effect

J.F. Allen and H. Jones, discover
non-classical thermal properties
which they publish in Nature 141, 243, 1938
When heat is supplied on one side of a
porous plug, the pressure of superfluid
He increases so much that it produces a
liquid jet
In a classical fluid, the liquid level should
decrease

the fountain effect

Fritz London, 5 March 1938, Institut Henri
Poincaré :
« it seems difficult not to imagine a connexion
with the condensation phenomenon of the
Bose-Einstein statistics... On the other hand,
it is obvious that a model which is so far away
from reality that it simplifies liquid helium to
an ideal gas cannot... »

Tisza’s « two fluid model »

L.Tisza, « ... », Nature 141, 913 (1938)
(received April 16th, 1938): Laszlo Tisza improves on the London’s proposal
that superfluidity is due to some kind of Bose Einstein condensation.
liquid He should have two components:
condensed atoms would be the superfluid component which has zero viscosity and
carries no entropy
non-condensed atoms would be a normal viscous component carrying all the entropy
of the whole fluid
the respective densities ρs and ρn would only depend on T (ρs + ρn = ρ )

a remarkable success
there should be 2 independant velocity fields !
the fountain effect is a thermomechanical effect at constant chemical
potential P increases with T.
There should be a reverse effect: some cooling associated with flow through a
narrow channel, to be soon discovered in Oxford by Daunt and Mendelssohn
Nature 143, 719 (1939)
In his next 2 articles (Comptes Rendus Ac. Sciences Paris, 207, 1035 and 1186
(1938) ) Tisza also predicted that, in addition to density waves (ordinary
sound) there should be thermal waves (later called « second sound » by
Landau).
Together with F. London, Tisza explained all the properties of superfluid He
which were known in 1938: flow, thermal effects and also
-the apparent contradiction between measurements of the viscosity in Toronto
and in Cambridge.
- the motion of helium liquid films (Rollin, Kurti and Simon 1936)

a crucial test
July 1938: at a small meeting in London, Tisza presented his
predictions of « temperature waves » and « offered it to make or
break his theory »

At that stage, Fritz London kept his opposition to the idea that two
independent velicity fields could exist in liquid helium.

the war
March 1938, Moscow: Landau is arrested for having written an anti-stalinist
leaflet (see G. Gorelik 1997)
Sept. 1939, Paris: F. London escapes from France on the boat «Ile de France»,
fortunately not on the « Amsterdam » which was destroyed by a submarine
on Sept. 3, two days after the beginning of the war. London becomes
professor at Duke University (Chemistry Dept).
1939: Laszlo Tisza escapes from Paris to Toulouse in the non-occupied part of
France, in the car of Jacques Hadamard with his daughter Jacqueline,
Langevin’s assistant.
April 1939: Kapitza saves Landau from Stalin’s jails after a severe fight (see
Pitaevskii JLTP 1992 and Gorelik 1997)
1940-41: P. Langevin is arrested twice by the Nazi army occupying France
1941: Tisza obtains an immigration visa for the USA in February , finds a boat
in Lisbon and arrives at MIT in March.
June 1941: Landau publishes his theory of superfluidity as a letter in Physical
Review 60, 356, 1941 and an article in the J. Phys. USSR 5, 71, 1941

Tisza and Teller at MIT in the
early 50’s

Landau’s theory
Both papers start with the same statements:
« It is well known that liquid Helium qt temperatures below the lpoint
possesses a number of peculiar properties, the most important of which is
superfluidity discovered by P.L. Kapitza. »
According to Landau, the discovery was thus made in Moscow by the man who
saved his life.
The paper continues with:
« L. Tisza suggested that Helium II should be considered as a degenerate
ideal Bose gas... This point of view, however, cannot be considered as
satisfactory... nothing would prevent atoms in a normal state from colliding
with excited atoms, ie when moving through the liquid they would
experience a friction and there would be no superfluidity at all. In this way
the explanation advanced by Tisza not only has no foundations in his
suggestions but is in direct contradiction with them. »
Landau ‘s surprising attitude ...

Landau quantizes hydrodynamics
and reintroduces Tisza’s two-fluids model
« every weakly excited state can be considered as an aggregate of single elementary
excitations » :
sound quanta (phonons) ε = cp
and elementary vortices (rotons, a word introduced by I. Tamm) ε = Δ + p2/2µ
In 1947, Landau corrected his conception of rotons as part of the phonon spectrum ε =
Δ + (p-p0)2/2µ
good fit with specific heat measurements by Keesom and Keesom (Leiden, 1935)
the critical velocity:
dissipation requires emission of either phonons or rotons, that is a minimum velocity
(although Landau « leaves apart the question as to whether superfluidity disappears
at a smaller velocity for another reason »)
then, Landau re-introduces Tisza’s two fluid model to predict what Tisza had already
predicted, in particular thermomechanical effects including thermal waves which he
calls « second sound ». The only (but important !) difference being in the nature of
the normal component (phonons + rotons)

Landau and Tisza
an « independent » introduction of the two-fluid model ??
According to Landau , Tisza’s work was « contradictory » (1941) or even
« entirely incorrect » (1949).
Why Landau needed to be so agressive ?
According to Tisza, Landau just ignored other people’s work « as usual » and
his early version of the 2-fluid model indeed contained at least one mistake
(the nature of the normal fluid)
Landau (Phys Rev 75, 884, 1949) wrote:
I am glad to pay tribute to L. Tisza for introducing, a early as 1938, the
conception of the macroscopical description of helium II by dividing its
density into two parts and introducing, correspondingly, two velocity fields.
This made it possible for him to predict two kinds of sound waves in helium
II. [Tisza’s detailed paper (J. de Phys. et rad. 1, 165, 350 (1940) was not
available in USSR until 1943 owing to war conditions, and I regret having
missed seeing his previous short letters (Compte Rendus 207, 1035 and 1186
(1938)]...

But Landau knew the two 1938 Letters
In his 1941 article, Landau derives the formulae for the thermomechanical
effects and writes:
« The formulae 6.1 and 6.4 were deduced already by H. London, starting from
Tisza’s ideas. »
In the paper by H. London, the reference to Tisza is precisely the two papers by
Tisza which Landau later pretends that he missed them!
Furthermore, in the joined article by Kapitza (1941), where Kapitza uses
Landau’s theory to analyze his study of thermomechanical effects, Kapitza
refers to the two papers by Tisza !
How could Landau have « missed them » ??
His introduction of a two-fluid model is NOT INDEPENDENT of Tisza. In my
opinion, Tisza has a priority which Landau never accepted.
Landau’s « style » ...

Landau and BEC
elementary excitations (quasi-particles) are the basic concept of
the theory of quantum fluids
Landau’s theory (with the 1947 correction) is still in use today
BUT, Landau not only ignores Bose Einstein condensation,
he ignores any influence of the quantum statistics
Should his theory apply to Bose AND Fermi liquids ?
There are various statements in Landau’s theory which are
questionable in particular:
the existence of a gap between rotational and irrotational states is
not justified for Bose fluids (it was demonstrated by Bogoliubov
in 1947) and wrong for Fermi fluids
Landau’s theory is a great success but it is not entirely correct

why not accepting that superfluidity is
linked to BEC?

According to Laszlo Tisza: Landau could not accept that a theory
of ideal gases applied to a liquid
no continuity indeed (spinodal lines ...)
A suggestion by Lev Pitaevskii:
superfluidity is a property of Bose systems but superconductivity is
a property of electrons and the BCS theory was far from being
born in 1941-49

after the war : the first
international conference on
Low Temp. physics (« LT0 » at
Cambridge (UK) 1946)
F. London (opening talk):
« an interesting attempt to quantize
hydrodynamics... based on the shaky
grounds of imaginary rotons »
the discovery of second sound by Peshkov
supports both Tisza’s and Landau’s theory.
Measurements at lower T are necessary in
order to discriminate between the two
This is really when London accepted Tisza’s
remarkable breakthrough
In 1948, Peshkov showed that Landau was
right

helium 3 and rotons
Then the study of 3He became another crucial test to do and in 1949, Osborne,
Weinstock and Abraham showed that 3He was not superfluid at
temperatures comparable to 4He
As for rotons, they exist:
neutrons studies
quantum evaporation
a physical picture ? Feynman: elementary vortex rings or « ghosts of Bragg
peaks » (Nozieres) ?
hω(q) = h2q2 / [2m S(q)]
at high pressure (density) the roton energy gap vanishes => an instability
towards crystalline order (under investigation in our laboratory)

Two different approaches
Fritz London considered the ground state of superfluid helium at rest
Landau considered the hydrodynamic and thermodynmaic properties of
superfluid helium. This lead him to the introduction of the basic concept of
« quasi-particles » .
Tisza was squeezed in between
London and Landau died before realizing that they had both found part of the
truth (London from a hear attack in 1954, Landau in 1968 after a car
accident in 1962 and the 1962 Nobel prize). London might have shared this
Nobel prize (he had been proposed by Einstein).
The two-fluid model was really introduced by Tisza.
Landau received the London memorial award in 1960 (after Kurti in 1958
and before Bardeen in 1964)
He had been proposed by Tisza , who did not care about Landau’s attitude and
was only interested in the progress of science.
He still does.
Scientific achievements are much more important than personal confiicts.

70 years after Tisza’s discoveries
Superconductivity : BCS in 1957, HTSC, high field magnets,
medical imaging, particle accelerators (27 km of superconducting
magnets cooled by superfluid helium for the LHC at CERN
(Geneva)
Fondamental research on superfluidity and BEC:
Bose Einstein condensation in cold quantum gases
Quantum evaporation and the photoelectric effect
quantum vortices and turbulence
Could a crystal be superfluid ?
the mysterious issue of supersolidity (2004-2007):
the superfluidity of grain boundaries in quantum crystals,
the superfluidity of glasses,
the quantum coherence along dislocations

the CERN annulus near Geneva
27 km of
superconducting
magnets in
superfluid
helium

the magnets of LHC are cooled with
superfluid He at 1.9 K
follow their temperature on
http://hcc.web.cern.ch/hcc/cryogenics/cryo_magnets.php

Thank you, Laszlo
1991, centenary of the Hungarian Physical Society:
« If history has a lesson, it is that the « winner takes all »
attitude deprives one of the pleasure of being the heir to the best
of different traditions, even while their intolerance against
each other. »
I feel very grateful to Laszlo Tisza, not only because our present
Science has benefitted a lot from his contributions, also because
his human attitude is a lesson for the future.

